Name of Council Member

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

Endorsement

Convention and Visitors Association Board of Governors
(2-year term)

2 citizen members

_____ Robert Kaufman *

_____ Willem Polak *

_____ Marc Parsont

1 attractions representative

_____ Stephen Mark (residency waiver required) Stephanie Pace Brown, President/CEO, ACVA

* incumbents
Name of Council Member

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

Endorsement

Convention and Visitors Association Board of Governors
(2-year term)

2 citizen members

Robert Kaufman * Donley, Eville, Hughes, Perrier, Krusic

Willem Polak * Donley, Eville, Hughes, Perrier, Krusic

Marc Parsont

1 attractions representative

Stephen Mark (residency waiver required) Stephen Pace Brown, President/CEO, ACVA

* incumbents
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

Convention and Visitors Association Board of Governors
(2-year term)

2 citizen members

[ ] Robert Kaufman *

[ ] Willem Polak *

[ ] Marc Parsont

1 attractions representative

[ ] Stephen Mark
(residency waiver required)

Stephanie Pace Brown,
President/CEO, ACVA

* incumbents
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

Endorsement

Convention and Visitors Association Board of Governors
(2-year term)

2 citizen members

✓ Robert Kaufman *

✓ Willem Polak *

Marc Parsont

1 attractions representative

✓ Stephen Mark (residency waiver required)

Stephanie Pace Brown, President/CEO, ACVA

* incumbents
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

Endorsement

Convention and Visitors Association Board of Governors
(2-year term)

2 citizen members

X Robert Kaufman *
X Willem Polak *

Marc Parsont

1 attractions representative

X Stephen Mark (residency waiver required) Stephanie Pace Brown, President/CEO, ACVA

* incumbents
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

Convention and Visitors Association Board of Governors
(2-year term)

2 citizen members

✓ Robert Kaufman *

✓ Willem Polak *

Marc Parsont

1 attractions representative

✓ Stephen Mark
   (residency waiver required)

Stephanie Pace Brown,
President/CEO, ACVA

* incumbents
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

Endorsement

Convention and Visitors Association Board of Governors
(2-year term)

2 citizen members

- Robert Kaufman *
- Willem Polak *
- Marc Parsont

1 attractions representative

- Stephen Mark
  (residency waiver required)

Stephanie Pace Brown, President/CEO, ACVA

* incumbents
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

Convention and Visitors Association Board of Governors
(2-year term)

2 citizen members

Robert Kaufman  *

Willem Polak  *

Marc Parsont

1 attractions representative

Stephen Mark
(residency waiver required)  Stephanie Pace Brown, President/CEO, ACVA

* incumbents